Exploring Your Connection to…

“EXODUS: African Americans Seek Freedom in Kansas, 1879-1880”
Great Overland Station, 701 North Kansas Avenue, Topeka KS 785-232-5533

Exhibit Dates: January 31, 2013 through _________________

**Theme Connections: Enduring Struggles For Freedom**
Subthemes:  Post-War/ (Post-)Reconstruction
          African Americans
          Jim Crow/Segregation & Civil Rights Struggle
          Other: ___________________________

What story(ies) at my location best connects to these themes?

**Cause – Effect Connections:**
Did a story at my location happen as a direct result of this story?
Did this story happen as a direct result of a story that happened at my location?

**People Connections:**
Was a participant in this story also involved in a story that happened at my location?

**Perspective Connections:**
Can another perspective about this story be told at my location?

**Geography Connections:**
Did this story also occur at my location?